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Do you have small space in the bedroom for your two kids? If the bedroom is used or occupied by
your older child, you might want to consider one more space for your second child. This is actually
the exact same bedroom that is used by your first child who is using a twin-sized bed. Can you fit
the two kids in the room? You can acquire a trundle and you have an extra sleeping area in the
room.

A trundle is a basic moveable bed which could fit under another bed that is typically a twin-sized.
You can get a standalone trundle bed which can be neatly placed directly under the main bed. If you
previously bought a standard platform twin-sized bed, one can find trundle that will easily fit
underneath.

You also have a option to get a new main bed and the trundle bed which are sold together. Because
of this choice, the trundle bed is connected to the main bed frame on a sliding mechanism. The
trundle bed will only be pulled out when needed.

Twin-sized bed with trundle can certainly be a practical option for a limited area in the bedroom. In
daytime, you do not feel that the bedroom is crowded as the floor area for the beds, the main and
trundle beds, take up the space of a twin-sized bed. You can certainly hide the trundle bed which
can very easily pulled-out at night as soon as your second child will go to bed.

In case you have only one child, this bed can be convenient if he or she has sleepover guest or you
have a niece or nephew who often visits your place and sleeps for the night. You maintain the same
floor space for you bed and then slide the trundle bed out only at night.

As a historical background, the trundle was widely used for a number of centuries in the United
States and in Europe. It was originally a bed designed to be used by servants who slept in the room
with their masters so they can be readily called for any event like an emergency during the night.
Today, it is widely used by kids as a way to save a large amount of floor space in the bedroom.

You can select trundle beds made of wood. There are also beds that are made of lightweight but
durable metal frames. Between the two, the wooden beds are more robust. You can choose from
various styles and designs. Depending on your choice and also on your kid's preference, you can
purchase a trundle with contemporary or antique design. You can also choose beds with designs
inspired by movie or cartoon characters.
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Andy Woods - About Author:
If you are considering a simple way in enhancing the limited space in the bedroom, you can obtain a
a twin bed with trundle. Besides a trundle bed, you can also check out the different a twin beds for
kids.
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